
Mood Wall



I’m a  
screen!

I’m a  
plant wall!

I’m a  
scent system!

I’m a 
hi-fi box!

I’m a
sound absorber!

I’m an 
LED light!

Me too!
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The mood wall range is an innovative and mobile partitioning 
system that combines the original purpose of division with 
functions like acoustics, scent, lighting and greenery.

Sedus mood walls are ideal for use in open-plan and combi offices 
and in open spaces, in fact, anywhere new spaces and zones need 
to be created spontaneously without a great deal of effort and 
where elements conducive to an atmosphere of well-being are 
desirable.

Mood walls screen and absorb office noise and counteract it with 
active acoustics. Plants filter the air and add greenery to the office 
environment. Changing scents and lighting create ambiences that 
had previously only been possible at great expense and with 
complicated technology.

The appealingly curved design makes the mood wall a particularly 
classy item of furniture. In rows or in alternate formation, they 
make for striking yet elegant furniture. Beyond the integrated 
technology, the mood walls also fulfil the traditional functions 
of partition walls. They can be whiteboards, flip chart easels, 
projection screens, magnetic boards, display stands at the point 
of sale or be used to indicate direction.

Linear and rounded models can be mixed and matched and 
allow every conceivable room configuration. Linear models have 
convex and concave panels, which can be exchanged if required. 
The panels are available in any of the Sedus laminate or real wood 
veneer finishes or covered with any of the fabrics from the Sedus 
collection. Mood walls thus represent a key part of a holistic 
furnishing concept in keeping with the Sedus furniture range.

Concept & design:
Paul Wilke & Büro der Sinne

Whether a wall divides or unites 
depends on its features.



Both linear models can be furnished with a 4-fold 
scent system. A choice of scents is available, all 
specially created for the office. The scent is diffused 
throughout the room both via the base and also 
via the upper perforated aluminium bridge. The 
technology is housed in the base and as such is 
not visible; operation and intensity are regulated 
by remote control. Combinations with LED and 
hi-fi technologies are also possible.

mood wall 
as scent system

Both linear models (heights 1400 and 1800 mm) 
can be used as LED lights. The light is emitted 
via a special opal glass panel, which can be 
inserted in both the convex and the concave side. 
The LED lights are radio controlled and span the 
extent of the front walls as well as the left and 
right sides. They cast changing or static light 
in the selected colour tone. Combinations with 
hi-fi and scent technologies are also possible. 

mood wall 
as LED light
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Both linear models can be employed as sound- 
absorbing acoustic walls. Both sides of the wall are 
fitted with a perforated, acoustically transmissive 
panel of black powder-coated steel (RAL 9011). 
The interior of the mood wall is fitted with a highly 
effective sound-deadening material.

The 1800 mm high linear model can be fitted with 
individual plants. The plants, which are nourished 
by hydroponic or other irrigation systems, grow 
in a specially designed, waterproof receptacle, 
which is hidden on the convex and concave sides 
of the wall via panels. On request, a special lighting 
arrangement is available to complement the plants. 
The arrangement evokes a sensational ambience 
with striking effect and can also be configured to 
provide additional light at night.

mood wall 
as plant wall

mood wall 
as acoustic wall



Both the linear models and the rounded model 
can be fitted with hi-fi technology. The receiver, 
the amplifier and the loudspeakers are housed 
in the base and as such are not visible. The music 
is received as a radio signal from an MP3 player or 
a stereo system. A combination with LED and scent  
technologies is also possible for the linear models. 

mood wall 
as hi-fi box

The 1800 mm high rounded models can be arranged 
to create an array of circular spaces and different 
angles. The convex and concave surfaces are covered 
with fabric cut from one piece. Thanks to the concave 
form, the interior space created is effectively 
acoustically screened. From a dimensional point of 
view, the models can also be easily combined with 
the linear models or fitted with hi-fi technology.

mood wall 
as rounded model

Conference table for 8 people, dia. 1600 mm

Double workstation, 2 x 1600 x 800 mm



Panel – for the linear models, convex and concave 
panels are available in a selection of surface finishes 
in material, laminate or veneer; rounded models are 
fabric-covered on both surfaces.

Model Linear Linear Rounded
Height 1400 1800 1800

Fabric  x  x  x

Laminate  x  x

Real wood veneer  x  x

LED light  x  x

Hi-fi x  x  x

Sound absorber x  x

Scent  x  x

Plants   x

Whiteboard  x  x

Flip chart   x

Projection screen x  x

Magnetic rail x x

Examples of combinations

Technical furnishings

Convex panel Concave panel
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Linear models, heights 1400 and 1800 mm, with a straight base on castors
and level adjusting screw, base (steel), legs (MDF) and upper perforated bridge 
(aluminium) each powder-coated in silver (RAL 9006). 

Rounded model, height 1800 mm, with a curved base on glides and level 
adjusting screw, base (steel) and legs (MDF) each powder-coated in silver  
(RAL 9006).

Dimensions in mm

Base area

Base area



103 black (RAL 9011)

E41 Ash natural

C17 Oak wenge varnish

D11 Walnut dark G11 Peartree natural F31 Cherry natural

A66 Walnut

A16 dark greyA11 light beige

A59 BeechA60 Maple

A14 pure white

A69 Acacia

A17 black

Laminate panel

A58 artic white

119 white aluminium (RAL 9006)

B26 Beech natural B21 Beech mid brown B23 Beech walnut varnish H11 Maple natural

D12 Walnut natural

E46 Ash light grey E45 Ash black C11 Oak natural

Legs Sound-absorbent panel

Real wood veneer panel

E10 Ash white

24G_G62011

24G_G63036

24G_G64039

24G_G66004

24G_G68035

24G_G60003

24G_G61003

24G_G64003

24G_G65005

24G_G66032

24G_G67044

24G_G60019

24G_G61005

24G_G64089

24G_G64017

24G_G67004

24G_G68031

24G_G60999

24G_G61044

24G_G64019

24G_G66061

24G_G67033

24G_G67009

24G_G67049

Fabric panel, the Gaja collection is shown in the example (any of the Sedus fabrics can be used)

24G_G62002

24G_G63016

24G_G65003

24G_G66002

24G_G68002

24G_G60002
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www.buerodersinne.com


